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The Odyssey – Odysseus’ Journey and His Women

TECHNE
Lovely to see you all – it would have been such a treat to be with you in person, but thank you for
giving up your time to spend a bit of yet more time in front of the screen – I’ll try to make it worth
your while.
I do have to say I really look forward to being with you, everything willing, in person in Australia
next year once Covid allows us to gather with fellow humans with ease and pleasure together in one
space, once more.
I’m finding it some small comfort, given how much we are all constantly having to rely on
technology, daily, and to the power of x through this current, challenging time, to know that the
ancient Greek word techne – which means a kind of aptitude or skill, originally comes from a very
early, prehistoric Proto-Indo-European stem ‘tek’ – to fit or to weave together, so hopefully at least
the zoom technology we’re using today can encourage a meeting of minds and ideas.
TRAIL OF ODYSSEUS
So, the subject of my talk today is THE ODYSSEY – ODYSSEUS’ JOURNEY and ODYSSEUS’ WOMEN
and I’ve chosen it because a few months ago – in the ‘time before Covid’ when these things were
possible – as I’m sure they will be again soon - I had the bright idea to follow in the footsteps of the
ancient Greek warrior and hero – wily Odysseus – or rather to follow his watery trail across the
Eastern Mediterranean – emulating his fateful voyage home from the Battlefields of Troy to his own
Island of Ithaka in Western Greece.
*ILLUSTRATION 1 – 19TH CENTURY IMAGE OF ODYSSEUS ON HIS ADVENTURES OUT AT SEADRAMATIC, FULL OF DETAIL, COLOUR

And I mean really do an Odyssey, with a small crew, on various vessels, by boat and sailboat.
Now the point of all this – and I’ll be sharing my findings with you later - was three-fold.
1. To identify new archaeology to help us understand that remarkable Bronze Age
world...which gave birth to civilisation as we know it.
2. To conduct a living history experiment – to try to begin to feel what that touchstone, heroic
quest journey could have been like
3. To explore WHY these myths still matter.
To see how true it is that Odysseus and the other characters of ancient myth and history, are
travelling with us, all the time in the 21st century…
LANGUAGE
Odysseus’ world is with us of course in the language we use every day - we talk about having an
Achilles Heel, or an Oedipus complex, or of Greeks Bearing Gifts. We use atlases (Atlas, you’ll
remember, was one of the Titans punished by the gods and left to eternally hold up the celestial
heavens – his name is only used to mean a collection of maps in the 16th century AD), some lucky
ones amongst us have the Midas Touch or indeed work with a Mentor [Mentor was a friend of
Odysseus’ and given charge of Odysseus’ son Telemachus while Odysseus was away at the Trojan
War for ten years and then trying to get home for a further ten, offering the young boy, young man
advice and inspiration and guidance].
And, of course we use the word Odyssey to mean an Epic, adventure or journey. While the word
EPIC actually comes from a story with meaning – an epos – and then comes to mean a lengthy poem
like our original sources for Odysseus’ story, Homer’s Odyssey and the Iliad. And their precursor
from the Middle East the oldest narrative poem in existence the Epic of Gilgamesh.
BIGGER TRUTHS
So what I’d like to do with you today - is to discuss a little both the BIGGER truths we can learn from
these ancient stories and adventures – and the day to day truths – the quotidian clues to real life at
the beginning of civilisation over 3000 years ago between the Bronze Age - when I think Homer’s
great works the Iliad and the Odyssey originate - to the Iron Age when they are both set down.
To see how – in so many ways - that ancient world – still has relevance to our own.
POWER OF HISTORY
Because before I start the talk proper – I should just come clean that I am truly, sometimes
messianically, passionate about the value of history and its cogent nature…I believe
that we must not live in the past, but we are fools if we don’t admit we live with it…
that as Dionysos of Halicarnassus said – History is Philosophy – teaching by example.
SCIENCE ON OUR SIDE
Now obviously my archaeologist and historian colleagues and I have long had a hunch that the
narrative of history, appreciating individual testimony, investigating the granular nature of evidence
and anecdotes, drawing from the sum of human experience - is quite a good plan, telling stories
about the past in order to BETTER understand the present IS A VALID – a worthwhile pursuit.
But luckily (and finally) now science has caught up with us and is on our side.

POWER OF MEMORY
Neuroscientists now tell us that physiologically we are creatures of memory. Memory doesn’t sit in a
kind of pocket or a drawer in our brains. We have to access previous thoughts, previous stimuli to
create a new idea. Neurologically, past experience AND IDEAS ARE the foundation for the creation of
new thought.
So dismissing the past doesn’t just etiolate our present and our future – it denies who and what we
are – at a molecular level – as a species. It cauterises the possibilities of human-kind.
Memory matters
[*Optional Illustration 1A – ancient manuscript of the Odyssey or a modern visualisation showing
how long it is]
BARDS
The Odyssey itself was of course a masterpiece in the art and creation of memory – this epic poem,
the Odyssey has 12,110 lines and its prequel the Iliad 15, 693. All this was memorised, not written
down, but shared orally as a kind of gargantuan spoken festival of words, ideas, and recollections as
a shared, collective experience! For the ancient Greeks answers didn’t lie in the future – the future
was a kind of unknowable Frankenstein creation of the gods – but in the past all human truths could
be found. The stories didn’t give hope by themselves, the sharing of them together did.
And the keepers of collective memory, the memory makers mattered – bards like Homer who sang
of great deeds were given status and standing in society.
*ILLUSTRATION 2 – BRONZE AGE PYLOS BARD FRESCO – BARD SINGER ON WALL OF PALACE –
COLOUR

There’s a rather brilliant bit of evidence for this, from the Place of Nestor at Pylos in the Southern
Peloponnese, where on the walls of the palace fragments of a fresco were found showing a bard
strumming a kithara or lyre, singing tales of the heroes of old –
NESTOR PALACE ASIDE – PARTY PALACE 2856 KYLIKES. PLUS NEW FINDS. GOLD FROM THE EARTH...
STORIES LIKE THE Odyssey AND the Iliad – and the other epics we have in fragment form, or that are
lost to us, while his words fly away in the form of poetry, to inspire, to recall, to immortalise. Then
and now. Because while the thread of written history can snap, the telling of it, and of stories of the
deep past, the ‘Once Upon A Time’ never does. History reminds us, to remember, to think better.
Scientists also now tell us that we ARE the stories we tell about ourselves. The stories we choose to
share and perpetuate really matter.
Odysseus’ story is ours, simply because we remember it, because we’ve made it so
But on my Odyssey, I wasn’t just remembering, I was doing…
Now the truth is, we don’t know exactly Odysseus’ course – but, with various peregrinations, he
definitely went East to West. From the coast of modern-day Turkey to the far West of Greece.
MAN + CHALLENGES
*ILLUSTRATION 3 – MAP PLOTTING THE ROUTE OF THE HEROES ON THEIR WAY HOME FROM TROY
TO WESTERN GREECE

Ours was a 1700 mile journey, taking in 13 islands and 22 archaeological sites along the way. It was
epic in every sense of the word – we had true adventures, hurricane-force sea-storms, the
beginnings of the corona pandemic, and even – on Ithaka itself- an earthquake (very appropriate
given that Odysseus was said to be chased down through his journey by the god of earthquakes and
thunder Poseidon!)
But this was as should be expected really – because the Odyssey is a story of humans and
challenges and of how we meet what is thrown in our path – in short it is the story of humankind
The clue is in the opening line – this is a story about the story of mankind..so this is how we meet
these ideas right at the start of the Odyssey…

**ILLUSTRATION 4 – ANCIENT GREEK IMAGE OF THE OPENING PAGE OF THE ODYSSEY

Tell me about a complicated man.
Muse, tell me how he wandered and was lost
When he had wrecked the holy town of Troy,
And where he went, and who he met, the pain
He suffered on the sea, and how he worked
To save his life and bring his men back home.
*end illustration
That new translation by Emily Wilson. First published female translator of The Odyssey btw.
BRUTAL
But in the next line we learn that there is jeopardy here, that Odysseus’ mission wasn’t entirely
successful, that he didn’t bring his men safely home…

He failed, and for their own mistakes, they all died.
So immediately at the start of the poem. The store is being set out. This is not going to be a cosy
journey – this is a brutal story, a story of survival, from a very, very brutal world.
Well certainly fact from this period matches the fantasy. With every archaeological dig, every
season, this becomes clearer.

** ILLUSTRATION 5 – THE Mycenaean empire/world – showing Mycenae and other Mycenaean
settlements

3,500 years ago Greece was in large part dominated by the Mycenaeans – whose power base
originated in the Peloponnese - with regular tribal conflicts by warring kings who were in effect tribal
leaders - and incursions from outside forces. It’s worth remembering that this is all happening when
Egypt is still at its height – so it is a world there is either an uneasy co-existence, or a clash of superpowers. And statecraft was very personal. The letters the kings address to one over from Egypt to
Mycenae to the Hittite kingdom in what is now Anatolia, address one another as ‘brother’ – they
might have had huge armies – and huge slave and serf populations to run their cultures – but they
had to lead from the front: To be seen to be worthy of the responsibilities they held.
I’ve seen this evidence up close and personal.
*Optional illustration 6 – from BH BH + Agora skeleton
In the Agora in Athens I found myself face to face in a secure storeroom to the skeleton of a 19-year
old who had fallen in battle 3,500 years ago. His lower skull had been pierced by a lead-sling shot
that would have hit with the force of a bullet, his cranium was smashed by a blunt instrument. Bone
evidence from this period – the most likely epoch for the history that helped to inspire the oral
memories behind the epic poems the Iliad and Odyssey, collected and set-down centuries later by
bards like Homer – shows frequent and massive trauma.

*ILLUSTRATION 7,8,9 photographs showing evidence of fatal bone injuries from the Bronze Age

Shinbones are split by the repeated banging of the massive ‘tower shields’ that we hear were
sported by heroes like Ajax in Homer’s tales, soldiers have arrows through their eye sockets, then
are patched up and sent back out to fight, and as I’ll come to later, there is even evidence of human
sacrifice. We find individuals with little mobile first aid kits – medicine pouches – often containing
opium to dull the pain, and we know lint gauzes dipped in opiates were pressed into wounds – as
was mouldy bread as an early form of penicillin.
It’s these men and women, often enduring pretty traumatic existences, who form the basis of the
human narrative of the ancient epics.
Odysseus himself is described as a sacker of cities – someone who killed civilians as ruthlessly as he
did on the battlefield. One of Odysseus’ first acts after the Trojan War had been one was to raze a
city to the ground and enslave its people.
But we shouldn’t be shocked. The point of a Greek hero was not that he was perfect but that he was
flawed – these weren’t idealised role-models. Their stories were told and re-told so society could
think about itself, work out what it thought about various forms of human behaviour, and question
how people within society should act.
Odysseus’ story – in many ways, by the way, is a departure (as is that precursor the Epic of
Gilgamesh) – Odysseus’s smarts and quick-thinking - the Trojan horse for instance is his idea - is the
incarnation of the idea that we can win out not just with BRAWN but with BRAIN.
And its no coincidence that that dead boy we’ve just been looking at was just a teenager, the Bronze
Age is a time when many are dead by 35, and on the battlefield from aged 14,15,16. Although the
warriors and heroes of ancient Greece were often romanticised by ancient sources – this was in
truth a pretty pumped up, juvenile culture.
Which may also in part go to explain another recurring theme of both the Odyssey and the Iliad – sex
and the allure of women.
WOMEN
Because the female of the species - is conspicuous not by their absence but by their presence in the
Odyssey – I have to say, not always in the most flattering of guises.
**ILLUSTRATION 10 AND 11 – 19TH CENTURY REPRESENTATIONS OF CIRCE AND CALYPSO

There’s the ‘witch’ Circe who turns Odysseus’ men to swine, Calypso the name means nymph
(daughter of that Titan Atlas) who trapped Odysseus in the ‘nightmare’ of making love to him every
night on an island for 10, long years,
And, of course the Sirens
*ILLUSTRATION 12 -Sirens on a Greek pot

Sirens the bird-like women whose song was so sweet they can lure men to their deaths – in one of
Odysseus’ memorable adventures he plugs the ears of his rowing crew with beeswax, is lashed to

the mast and listens – begging to be released. It is a story, I’m sure, about how we can be exposed
to the worst temptations, but we should always try not to give in to them.
And, of course the most famous woman in the Trojan narrative – hovering like a kind of beautiful
virus behind all the action, the casus belli, the world’s desire, the most beautiful woman in the
world, Helen of Troy.
*ILLUSTRATION 13 – HELEN OF TROY FROM A GREEK POT

Because of course in many ways this is a story all about a woman. The very reason that Odysseus
was trapped on his nightmare journey home, was because Helen – originally of Sparta – in fact the
Queen of Sparta – had run off with the Trojan Prince Paris.
All the known heroes of Greece were then summoned to fight to get her back – and crossed the
Mediterranean to Troy. As the Greek author Hesiod put it, ‘a hero-race of god-like men were
destroyed for rich-tressed’ Helen’s sake’…
Helen incarnates the relationship between Eros - love and Eris..this is beautifully illustrated by the
story of Eris and the society wedding of Peleus and Thetis...
Helen’s story is a story of desire – and what as a species we do with that. (And as it has been framed
down time it is also a story of misogyny – Helen is described as a whore, a seductress, bought by the
riches of the East.)
Hers is in fact the story of civilisation – the fact we crave for more , we always want what we do not
have.
But she is also the incarnation of the real, potent, aristocratic women who commanded much of
Bronze Greece and the Near East.

*ILLUSTRATION 14 MINOAN WOMEN FROM FRESCOES OF CRETE

Now this makes sense to me because if you look at the archaeological evidence for the period then
women are very definitely there. But they are not sex-crazed floosies, far from it. They own land,
they pay taxes, they are given vital roles as the klawiphorioi – the key-keepers of the storerooms of
grain. We describe them as golden, they were indeed gilded and oiled with olive oil. If you think
about it - it is Helen who is queen - it is her territory the heroes of Greece want, and at the end of
the drama, she is restored back to her Spartan palace as though nothing has happened. She’s
described as having a golden spindle - one has been found in the grave of a woman from this time.
Just listen to the riches of a princess, priestess in that Hittite culture
PRINCESS KUVATALLI - men, women, children, livestock, vineyards - many women were multimillionaires.
And if we ask whether the story of Helen could happen - well it did! on the Hittite tablets of Ugarit
and Amurru...
This was not by any means some kind of proto-feminist wonderland. But they have status and
standing.
They were considered precious. This was an age of heroines as well as heroes. And I wonder if the
conflicting role of women in the Iliad and the Odyssey share that chance.
And a recent archaeological discovery on Crete shows that in a macabre and perverse way…
VIRGIN SACRIFICE
You will probably know of the story of Iphigenia. We hear that as they were leaving (for a second
time) to Troy – the Greek soldiers are trapped on the shore at Aulis because the winds have failed.
The troops are led by King Agamemnon the brother of Helen’s husband Menelaus, and Odysseus
tells him that the only way they will make it is if Agammemnon sacrifices the thing most precious to
him – his own daughter – his own daughter!! So Artemis will bring winds to fill the sails once more.
Well that has a horrible reflection in reality

CHANIA SKULL
In one of the most shocking episodes of my journey, I was escorted to a dig in the backstreets of the
port town of Chania - ancient Kydonia. A Bronze Age mansion here had been rocked by earthquakes
and fires, around 1250 BCE. Stepping over the prehistoric crevices in the floor, I was taken to the
spot where archaeologists have recently discovered the vast numbers of the bones of slaughtered
animals – 43 sheep and goat, 4 pigs, two cows , and the skull of a young, high-born woman,
decapitated, butchered like the animals with the skull split open like the crevices made by
earthquakes - and left as an offering to appease the gods. I was looking at evidence of virgin
sacrifice. Suddenly ancient stories of the teenager Iphigenia slaughtered by her own father to ensure
fair winds for Troy, and of Achilles’ Trojan lover, princess Polyxena, sacrificed on the hero’s grave in
retribution for his death, felt horribly real.
A young girl was an ultimate gift to the gods.
But then you see that world crumble/greed/I think that’s why women start to be demoted…
MYTHS
So the Odyssey, both studying it and replicating it, has taught me many things – not last a huge,
heartfelt respect for the sailors who traded and raided and explored across the Mediterranean in
nothing but their small wooden boats.
That their stories mapped the trade routes around the Mediterranean.
TRADE MAP
(Now that location of Crete is important. We’re told that both Helen’s husband Menelaus and
Odysseus get washed up here. As they both do on the coast of North Africa and other Trojan war
heroes all the way down the Levant. Because time and again in the story of Odysseus – and the other
key characters such as Helen, Paris, Achilles and Hector. The tales in the myths can be mapped onto
the hotspots and economic centres of a real historical world.
**ILLUSTRATION 15 OF THE TRADE ROUTES OF THE BRONZE AGE – INCLUDING NORTH AFRICA,
TURKISH COAST AND UP TO SICILY IN THE WEST

And importantly this is a story of East as well as West, of South as well as North.
The story of Perseus (now a bestseller in his modern incarnation as ‘Percy Jackson’), who had to face
his fears in the form of the Medusa – a snake-haired creature whose very gaze turned men to stone.
It’s a myth that tells us many things, that fear of fear itself can be the greatest of all challenges, that
misogyny has deep roots - potent female figures were, in the Greek world, almost always monstrous,
and that the ‘Greek myths’ often have origins in Asia and Africa as well as of Europe. One of
Perseus’s heroic challenges was to rescue the ‘Ethiopian’ princess Andromeda from a devouring seamonster in Libya – Andromeda’s home in either North Africa or the Middle East and the fact that
Achilles is helped by a squadron led by the Ethiopian prince Memnon were a reminder that this was
a world where African and Asian influence was acknowledged and celebrated.
Myths – are not just fanciful fairy tales, before writing, MUTHOI were ‘things that were spoken of,
the transfer of points of information’. Some are wild, some I’m sure drug-fuelled fantasy (and the
amount of opium imagery and equipment and laudanum residue we find from this time, suggests
there were pretty full-on parties). But they also contain memories that matter. History by accident if
you like.
Take the myth of Atlantis for example
ATLANTIS
Walking through the remarkable ruins of the colourful, cosmopolitan and sophisticated Bronze Age
town of Akrotiri on Santorini – buried in metres of pumice and ash by the eruption of the massive
Theran volcano in c. 1615 BCE, as cubic miles of sea-water rushed into the caldera it created – it was
impossible not to think of the lessons of the myth of Atlantis. Where a bustling civilisation overreached itself and was swallowed up by the sea. A lesson in pride coming before a fall – and the
hubristic pitfalls of complacency, of presuming life-threatening dangers won’t be around the corner.
Or of the Cyclops...CYCLOPS Prehistoric forms of both miniature and mammoth swimming elephants
– who waded or swam between the islands – whose nasal cavities look like giant eyes.
Myths are stories to think about and to think WITH.
LASTING VALUE OF MYTH
Because that journey rammed home some timeless qualities that have indeed endured. Odysseus is
constantly saved by the collaboration and help of those around him.
The ancient Greek etiquette of xenia – an obligation to welcome strangers as friends saturated our
journey. When on Ithaka an earthquake – 4.9 on the Richter Scale, rocking my room to its
foundations – failed to prevent our grandmother landlady to get up to make us fresh milk-pies for
breakfast. Coastguards came voluntarily to check we were OK investigating a graveyard of ships –
where freakish winds and currents can whip up sea sprays 200 metres high – surely the origin of the
Atlantis myth.
Xenia – a compunction to collaborate and help strangers as though they are friends - is for me the
foundation of civilisation itself.
GHOSTI
Which is of course what Odysseus and his journey is all about. He might have been heading home –
but the meat of his journey was – as it states in the opening lines of the poem ‘where he went and
who he met’ the fact he was meeting new people, having new experiences, learning new things,
using his wit and wisdom to survive.

SURVIVE AND THRIVE + HOME IS WHERE LOVE IS + TO LIVE IS TO TAKE THAT JOURNEY
My Greek odyssey prefigured life-lessons we have all re-learnt through the corona crisis, that
resilience and collaboration helps us survive and thrive, that home is where love is, that whatever
the world throws at us, the Odyssey is about nothing if not using wit and will to deal with the
unexpected…and critically that there may well be troubles on the road – but to live IS to take that
journey. The Odyssey, and the very best Greek myths, then and now, are timeless tools, that help us
understand the world, and ourselves.
CONCLUSION - NOSTOS
Waylaid by many adventures it took our hero 10 years to make it from Troy to his home island of
Ithaka – for me, 6 months. That - often perilous journey – was called for the ancient Greek heroes
the Nostoi, the homecomings or returns of the Greeks. Nostos gives us our word nostalgia…if there’s
one thing lockdown has taught us – nostalgia matters. Not a kind of saccharine sweet yearning for
‘the good old days’, but a reminder of what counts, what endures, what has lasting, not just
ephemeral value.
And it is – above all – a story about the essence of man. And I use the word precisely.
MANU
The story of a man. The complicated, complex man, the man of many twists and turns.
Man is all about mind, it is the same route that gives us the words we know like Muse, Museum, –
the daughter of Memory and Power
Which is why the instruction right at the very beginning of The Odyssey is;

‘Launch out on Odysseus’ story, Muse, daughter of Zeus,
Start from where you will, sing of his time…and for our time too!’
‘Tell the old story for our modern times…Find the beginning.’
The Odyssey isn’t just a rip-roaring adventure. Homer - whoever he or she or they are... is not just a
fabulist It tells us about the story of women and men. Of the principles at the foundation of human
civilisation and of thousands, that we need to care about others across both time and space - of
years’ worth of human history – and above all it reminds us of the power and agency of our minds
and our wit and wisdom and will. I think and therefore I am…Part of the brotherhood of man.
Thankyou
TRUE MYTHS FOR QUESTIONS
The Troy story is ever-more relevant. Myths and histories are both plastic creations – words and
images from one world that can be moulded and reshaped to have relevance and bite in another. As
the purveyors of knowledge, meta-physical and physical, memory-merchants enjoyed elevated
status in the ancient world. Neuroscientists now tell us that most memory is constructed. That we
imagine our pasts to fit a favoured narrative of our own lives. So yes, Greeks and Trojans alike have
been used by subsequent powers to justify imperial narratives, xenophobia, conflicts and invasions.
But the stories have also invited 100 generations to dig deep and ask central questions about the
conflict between rage, wrath and compassion. Physiologically we are creatures of memory. We
cannot have a future thought unless we access a memory of some kind. Troy is hard-wired into the
collective sub-conscious of East and West alike.

SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS
I was not expecting my favourite M & S pants to become an offering to Poseidon, God of the Sea.
But on a spine-tingling voyage between the islands of Samos and Fourni on the trail of the legendary
Greek hero Odysseus I was being guided through what has been described as a ‘graveyard of ships’.
Freakish winds in this sea channel, just 10 miles from the Turkish coast, and unusual rock formations,
mean that waters are frothed up like whirlpools – the seabed is too deep to provide safe anchor, and
sheer cliffs offer no purchase. Ancient vessels crossing the Mediterranean – taking this shortcut East
to West - often ended up wrecked, in the shadow of what some researchers have described as ‘The
White Cape of Death’.
I was here to look for underwater archaeology, but, investigating the remarkable, submerged lateRoman remains that our dive revealed – whole stacks of plates, lamps emblazoned with gladiators,
jars of wine from Chios and oil from Samos - we were in danger of suffering the fate of the ancient
mariners we’d come to investigate. Winds started to lift sea-spray twenty metres high, we were
warned we had to evacuate fast, risking being marooned on the nearby island of Fourni for 3 days,
or worse.
Soaked sodden-to the skin by the rising waves I tried to make a quick change into spare clothes but
mid-process the wind snatched my dripping cast-offs and hurled them out to sea. With a billhook we
eventually rescued the tearaways, all apart from my underwear - the only littering I’ve ever
knowingly committed. The ride back to Samos (going commando) in our swaying fishing boat was,
politely put, invigorating, but thanks to our fifth-generation captain, we navigated the storm and
found safe harbour.
Straightaway the stories of Greek myth felt vividly close – of whirlpools like Charybdis appearing to
suck men and boats to a watery grave, of the comfort of a skilled helmsman guiding his sailors
through a storm, the value of collaboration in the face of unexpected danger.
And that was the very point of my maritime quest – to try to better understand the original Odyssey
and the adventures of Odysseus, to trace the truth of the epic stories of Ancient Greece – and to test
whether these millennia-old myths still have traction and relevance today.
But blindly turning myths into history is a specious exercise. It is the bigger truths of the myths that
really matter.
PERSEUS
Travelling through the Aegean, islanders from Siphnos to Mykonos regaled me with ancient legends
as if describing the lives of their ancestors: The story of Perseus (now a bestseller in his modern
incarnation as ‘Percy Jackson’), who had to face his fears in the form of the Medusa – a snake-haired
creature whose very gaze turned men to stone. It’s a myth that tells us many things, that fear of fear
itself can be the greatest of all challenges, that misogyny has deep roots - potent female figures
were, in the Greek world, almost always monstrous, and that the ‘Greek myths’ often have origins in
Asia and Africa as well as of Europe. One of Perseus’s heroic challenges was to rescue the ‘Ethiopian’
princess Andromeda from a devouring sea-monster – Andromeda’s home in either North Africa or
the Middle East were a reminder that this was a world where African and Asian influence was
acknowledged and celebrated.
TECHNE
The word techne that I began this lecture with, came to mean not just cloth or wood that was
brought woven together - bringing meant a kind of aptitude, a practical, applicable wisdom – so
hopefully we can share some wise ideas through this screen. Socrates extends the word to allow for

the possibility of a ‘technique’ of good living (in an early dialogue called Protagoras, although come
the Phaedrus he also says the Muses should play a part).
Technology and even the word text – a linguistic cousin – means a weaving together of words and
thoughts.

